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The king' s avatar esports anime characters

Edit Series of summary actors: Ketsu ... Ye Xiu 13 episode, 2017-2018 Xinzhu Tong... Su Mucheng 12 episodes, 2017 Guanlin Ji... Chen Guo 12 episodes, 2017 Tianxiang Yang... Xu Boyuan 11 episodes, 2017 Shiyu Qiao ... Tang Rou 10 episodes, 2017 Tengxin... Bao Rongxing 9 episode, 2017 Zhao
Yi... Liu Hao 8 episodes, 2017 Baomuzhongyang... Han Wenqing 8 episodes, 2017 Ye Qing... Huang Shaotian 7 episode, 2017 Shangqing Su... Qiao Yifan 6 episode, 2017 Shao Tong... Gao Yingjie 6 episode, 2017 Learn more Edit Ye Xiu, the highest-level pro player in MMORPG Glory forced to retire by
his gaming company. When the launch of Glory's 10th server, Ye Xiu hated the game scheme under a new character with 10 years of experience, countless memories of the past, and homemade weaponry, and his return along the way to the summit began. Written by Orange Plot Summary | Add
Chinese anime Synopsis | See All (1) » Animation | Actions | Adventure | Comedy | Drama | Sci-Fi Certificate: See all certifications » Parents Guide: See content advice » Edit User Review Release Date: April 7, 2017 (China) See more » Also Known as: Avatar King See more » Chong Q CMAY Animated
Production See more » Runtime: 24 min See full technical specifications » Overall 7 Stories 8 Animation 6 Sound 6 Characters 6 Fun I've played my fair share of games. I'll fully admit that I've played the game since I was 4 years old, and I managed to git gud on some pretty hard games, such as
Megaman Zero and Robotech Battlecry games. Now, I must confess: I'm not a pro or competitive player. I've never done anything E-Sports, and I also haven't done any real competitive games. The closest I have to venture into some pokémon battles online and some For Glory at Smash Bros.3DS. So,
this is certainly an interesting series to expect, as if any we definitely had some game-oriented anime in the past that ended up being popular (i.e. SAO and No Life Games), we never had one that showed competitive side of the game, as other game anime only used games to essentially meat out fictional
games by putting players in it or celebrating them , made in China, shows true badass in the realm of E-Sports. Given that China is more passionate about E-Sports than any country in the world (if the World of Warcraft is any indication), it is not surprising that they will make a plunge into this before japs
will. I'm sure that a lot of E-sports players find this show nice because it seems to really understand the term and what makes a good MMO game capable of E-sports. For me, this show is, to big, will be enough, if not amazing. Again, if I was someone dabbled in E-sports, I'd probably be more fond of this
show but yet, it's still a good series to come out, and is proof that even Chinese anime can not only be popular but well too because they've got a lot of bad representatives recently with titles like Cheat Craft and and So, how does this series do it? Well, let's find out, shall we? Ye Xiu (formerly known in the
game as Ye Qiu) has just been forced to retire teams and Glory games by his old team One Autumn Leaf, and exciting and refreshing enough, we see the protagonist (he) keeps a level head in all this compared to the traditional angry retorts that we usually hear from situations like this. This 25-year-old
man is a bit fractional, but given that he is still at least god of the game, it's disappointing to see his team just throw him away and lock him in to take just one approach to his contract. After that, he just went oh well and started like working in a café. Although he started a new account (Lord Grim) and
decided everyone, we still saw a truly unpretentious human touch in the series. After all, like any real-life sport, people take it very seriously, and people need to retire ahead of time with most jobs. We see true moments, civil civil closeness that does not far touch the realm of melodrama like most anime
do, like when he and his old friend Mucheng met again in episode 5 long after he was kicked and he had to watch, or when he and one of his old rivals columned in the final, only for us to see their battle history in the middle of this to actually sell us in the middle of this to actually sell us in the middle of this
to actually sell us in the middle of this sell us in the middle of this to really sell us in the middle of this to really sell us in the middle of this to actually sell us in the middle of this to actually sell us in the middle of this to really sell us on their relationship It's refreshing to see all of this. To add to how refreshing



this show is, I should note that every single character here is a completely adult, which is rare nowadays. I have no major problem with the story to speak in terms of any plot hole or inconsistency or major jump in logic, and in fact, anything and all my concerns are starting to have dealt with. When I
started to wonder how it came to no one realizing that Lord Grim was Ye Qiu, we saw the hypothetical veterans and came to the exact conclusion. After I thought human beings, you would think more people would be thorough to his assholish behavior and start pushing it, we saw him fail to score a
bargain in episode 9 for demanding too high prices. I really like it when stories can assume our concerns. I'm not going to spoil anything, but the story takes after the first 4 episodes and we really get All sides grow tension and even some members in many teams grow as people, and finally, while not
really giving a definitive sense, even for the final season that will segue into the sequel, it still builds character and shows this story isn't as big or anything, but it's really solid, do I have to give much credit, especially since it actually considers certain fears that we have. Moreover, it is very much in touch
with E-sports culture given how they use terms such as aggro, PK, etc. Apparently, there are some people who are disappointed about the development of character, or lack thereof, that is to our protagonists. Let me tell you why, in this particular example, this is not that much Things. The main character,
Ye Xiu has evolved into an expert, and it not only sees him dealing with new situations in his already growing state compared to most of the characters growing up while dealing with their problems, but it's about seeing how he makes others grow, not only as a person, but often as a rival who teams up
trying to get past him. It's not like Mahouka where the show is all about GodSuya attacking everyone and nothing grows as a result of trying to reach her level because it's all about her and how badass she is. We see Ye handling things in a way that actually forces others to grow. Also, he is a total insect
chicken, often making comments of beautiful garbage talk on anyone and everyone, or exploiting people for his own personal revenge in episodes 1 and 4. He's still a good person at heart, like how he encourages Yi Fan to grow by changing style. That's what this show shows: looking at a bit of dirty
badass that are good at adapting and forcing others to grow, which more shows that having an OP protagonist should focus on instead of normally looking at our main character, he's so cool that he masters everything easily and everything revolves around him like any other show I bring. Admittedly, most
of the characters here aren't necessarily very memorable, although I like how they bounce across each other. That's been a problem considering how many characters there are to track, so I'd say they're all pretty well characterized despite not having much to them, and leaving it at that for everyone but
the main protagonist whom Ye recruits for the second half of the show (and beyond). Mucheng is a beautiful badass who seem almost romantically interested in Ye, and almost as like to play like him in some cases, although his role is more minimal than the rest of the team. Guo is the manager who has
the most banter with Ye and perhaps my least favorite, since being honest, after the initial episode, he hasn't provided anything for the story, a little even being part of the main team. Rou eventually had to nod to learn since while he was in power with hand speed, he was beyond unconscionable for his
talk, but ultimately, he became one of the more prominent characters to the team, although he didn't have much of his personality, even less than most characters. Rao Xing (steam bunch) is certainly a character who is more unlike, almost idiotic having muscle, but he actually provides some amount of
abilities that save him from actually falling into archetype dreaded it. Ultimately, Ye brings the show in terms of characters because we don't really see much nuance to them, but we can see some of them grow, either these guys or some of Ye's competitors, even though I haven't shown the extent of that
(for reasons of grievances and spoilers). To be honest, I realized that this is one of G.CMay Film's first anime and anime projects, but there are a few things that I'd like to see them improve. Character Characters Pretty good, and flashy animation is good, flashy, but choreography isn't anything really
great. Their use of CGI is ... Interesting. On the one hand, when doing creating shots and first-person perspectives on certain things in their real world, it can look pretty good, sort of like a trailer in the EA for the PS4 game (especially in the first few episodes), but when they can use character models or
other objects in either stock footage or CGI, everything seems terrible, and honestly, a lot of techniques here , especially those that don't work well, remind me of Hand Shakers, which is scary. It doesn't do anywhere near as badly as that suggests, so that is an extra. However, there was an uninspiring
amount of animation, especially when Ye converted his weapons to gun mode or when he battled goblins (i.e. he threw them away and they collided and fell in CGI glory). Certain CGI models either look a bit bad or look like bad clam models that just painted to the point where they looked liquid. Overall,
the series isn't badly animated, at least for newer studios, but I hope they can change CGI and improve choreography. OP, Xin Yang (信仰) by Zhang Jie (张杰), is just an OP eh to me. Maybe it's partly due to me never listening to Chinese music before, but it's just quite meh to me. Similarly applicable to
ED, Rong Yao Zai Lin (荣耀再临) by Da Dan Yin Zu (⼤胆⾳组). In fact, OST, although it fits everything, it is quite meh and memorable, although the alternative redition of the OP at the last minute of the final episode is pretty good. Not a bad OST, and both the OP and ED are just ok, but overall, it's just
meh. Ultimately, this first outgoing Avatar King has more material than some people might give credit for, but even rather entertaining humor and action, the characters and production values don't hold all that good, even with a solid shocking story. Again, I imagine that E-sports players (or MMO players in
general) as a whole, might find this show more enjoyable than I did, but that doesn't mean it's not a pretty good show, as it is. I just hope that when out of the show arrives, some of these issues are ironed out and we get to have more reason to invest in the characters. Either way, I'm really looking forward
to what the rest of this series is in store if they choose to keep animate it. With all that said, I bid you adieu. read more
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